
Situations analyse
Linköping HC - HC Bolzano



Situation 1, goal LHC



Bolzano tries to protect the blue line, but no movement, 
to big distance



Bolzano lost the blue line, but there is still 3-3 situation 
right now, but we can see two Bolzano players with big 

distance and no priorities, LHC is skating



As soon as there is no contact, stick distance, no chance 
to stop good skating puck carrier



Final step, thee players of HCB protect the slot, but 
nobody got´s the puck carrier, great individual skills of 

player no.13



Situation 2, no goal 
chance LHC



Situation behind the net, D and C of Bozen have 
distance, D in the front of the net gots LHC F, but the 

Winger should give him a support



4.players in one line!!!



His job?

LHC cab bring the game behind the net on the other side, 
no preferences of defence, no protection on the strong 

side



Situation 3, PP goal LHC



First screenshot of this situation, LHC tries to keep the D
´s on the blue line, around the slot LHC played 3-4

Open ice



Small box of HCB, many chances to play the pass 
All HCB players watching the puck, not free players



Slot situation 1-4!!!! 
Great passing skills also direct shot. Small box should 

protect the slot area, but this didn´t happen



Situation 4, PP goal LHC



An another PP situation of LHC, they try to play umbrella, 
HCB doesn´t react correctly



HCB played small box, very passive, the pass comes 
throughout 



Great powerplay situation of LHC, but definitely no go of 
small box to receive a goal like this



Feedback

LHC is ready for the start of the 
season, they have many options how 

to score, very skilled team, also 
strong leadership to adept great 

team tactics 
!

HCB started to practice a couple 
days before CHL started, this team 
got´s a lot of talent and they come 

later. It was a great season for them 
last year, this year is gonna be tough, 

but their time comes
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